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Abstract
The network intrusion detection system(NIDS) with high
accuracy and high recall has been considered as an unachiev-
able goal owing to a trade-o� between accuracy and recall.
Some deep learning-based NIDS could have a high level of
accuracy about their dataset, but these system’s recall value
about untrained real malicious packet data is very low. To ad-
dress these limitations, we suggest a novel SDN-based NIDS,
AE-NIDS, which enables high recall value keeping a high
level of accuracy. AE-NIDS combines (semi) supervised and
unsupervised learning, and trains deep neural networks dur-
ing operation of the network with automatically collected
malicious packet data. AE-NIDS could achieve following
four unique features using supervised adversarial autoen-
coder(AAE) and balancing GAN; high recall about new data,
e�ciency, accelerated self-learning, scalability.

Challenges and Contributions
In the domain of NIDS, the classi�cation performance of
(semi) supervised[1][2] or unsupervised[3][2] deep learning-
based NIDS outperforms traditional methods. However, here,
we present four limitations of deep learning-based NIDS.

Trade o� between high accuracy and high recall :
Mirsky et al. suggested a novel network intrusion system
with an ensemble of autoencoders. They could achieve a high
level of accuracy with an adequate threshold, but the recall
value is only around 30%[3]. To improve recall value, we in-
troduce novel automated system; train supervised AAE, and
detect malicious packet automatically during the operation
of the network by calculating a distance from the cluster of
the benign packet, and re-train model with BAGAN.

Lack of self-learning : While most of the existing works
only consider a situation that pre-train the model before real
operation of the network, Javaid suggested a concept of self-
learning[2], but this model is too simple(only concept); No
consideration of imbalanced data and catastrophic forgetting.
To overcome these de�ciencies and make accelerated self-
learning, we introduce BAGAN to oversample imbalanced
data and a continual learning algorithm.

Ine�cient learning algorithm : Javaid et al. suggested
a combination of feature learning and classi�cation learning
to improve detection ability[2], but this system separates
neural network for feature and classi�cation learning. To
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solve this limitation, we introduce supervised AAE, which
can learn latent vector and classi�cation simultaneously.

No consideration of distributed SDN environment
: Software-De�ned Networking (SDN) could have a dis-
tributed controller. However, there is no research to utilize
the feature of a distributed SDN controller, although the ap-
plication of federated learning can make a scalable system.
Finally, we introduce federated learning for scalable learning.

System Design
AE-NIDS of each SDN controller has a feature extractor and
trains three deep neural networks(supervised-AAE, Autoen-
coder, BAGAN) with pre-processed data from feature extrac-
tor. During all procedures, a federated learning algorithm
updates the parameter of deep neural networks to utilize
collected data from each distributed SDN controller. 1) pre-
training procedure: First, AE-NIDS trains the parameter
of AAE through pre-processed data on each SDN controller.
After training, AE-NIDS clusters and saves the latent vector
of packet data. 2) Execution procedure: During the real
operation of the network, AE-NIDS classi�es packet through
AAE and distance from benign packet cluster, and stores
feature of distance-based malicious packets automatically. 3)
updating procedure: If the number of the stored malicious
packet is enough, autoencoder clusters feature data of the
abnormal packet, which is gathered during execution proce-
dure. Then, BAGAN generates new feature data, which can
not be discriminated from original ones. And AAE utilizes
augmented data to re-train the parameter with continual
learning, and �nally return to execution procedure.
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